Introduction
The computer programs presented herein process up to four types of geophysical data measured in profile traverses by different methods-The data can then be plotted in profile form showing the data obtained by all the methods used. At present the four possible data types which can be processed are electromagnetics (MAXMIN), magnetics (MAG), self-potential (SP), and topography (TOPO). In addition to displaying all the data for each profile on one illustration, a stack profile data plotting program allows plotting single data types from several profiles in a plan map. Also, the data may be listed in tabular form for each profile.
The programs are written specifically for the Hewlett Packard (HP) model 2647A graphics terminal, a HP-9872B X-Y plotter and a HP-7245B plotterprinter. However, the programs, which are written in Basic, can be modified to operate on other HP devices which use Basic.
Conversion of the Basic language programs to devices other than HP may be somewhat more difficult in asmuchas many of the plotting commands are unique to HP devices.
The programs are interactive, that is, they allow the user a wide degree of latitude as to how he wants the data input, processed, and displayed simply by answering prompted questions*
Data Input Program
The data input program listed in Appendix I allows the user to input his profile data from the keyboard, process the data, and store the processed data on tape for later plotting and listing. Normally all four data types are input for each profile and stored in one tape file. The data may be input in any order the user desires; he must indicate how many types he wishes to input, however. The program prompts the user for file name, project, line number, method and other information needed to Identify the data.
In addition, the user inputs the first and last station numbers as well as the measurement interval. Station data must be input in ascending order, that is, the data for the smallest station number first followed by the next larger station data. Station numbers as used here refer to distances along a traverse. In order to have profiles plotted in the normal north-or eastlooking view, number stations on the west and north should begin with the smallest station numbers. A typical data-input session showing data input of two methods is shown in figure 1. SP data input allows for a user-supplied base shift to the input data.
No other adjustments are made on the data.
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